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1. (EVERYTHING I DO) I DO IT FOR YOU
   Bryan Adams (Label) MCA/Rondor/Zomba
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

2. I'M TOO SENSITIVE
   Ruby & Tiff (Label) Jive/Arista
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

3. I'M NOT LEAVING MEMORY BLISS
   PM Dawn/JPM/Dawn/Youth/Reform
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

4. MORE THAN WORDS
   Extreme/Weatherman Rondor
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

5. ALL 4 LOVE
   Gann/W 93377 (VR)
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

6. MOVE ANY MUNA IAIN
   One Little Indian 52 TP02/7 FP02
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

7. WINTER IN JUNE
   Rhythm King/Epic 617779712128
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

8. SUMMERTIME
   Jive/71971/7UC027/19BMG
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

9. CHARLY
   XL 8771 (LW)
   Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

10. NOW THAT WE FOUND LOVE
     MCA MCST1 1500 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

11. TWIST & SHOUT
     Deezer/David Ruffin/Ronnie Stringer/Jobim
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

12. HAPPY TOGETHER
     Jonnan/Story/Atlantic/Williamson/Robbins
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

13. LOVE...THY WILL BE DONE
     Marillion/Blues/British Soul
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

14. SUNSHINE ON A RAINY DAY (REMIX)
     M&G MAG 14MAG 14 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

15. APPARENTLY NOTHIN'
     Deee-Lite/Flacco/Technique/Inc
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

16. THINGS THAT MAKE YOU GO HMMMM...
     J Records/2000/4/3/16 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

17. MONSTERS AND ANGELS
     Deee-Lite/Flacco/Technique/Inc
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

18. YOU COULD HAVE BEEN A POET
     Gefen/FRS/6/10 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

19. COLD, COLD HEART
     Multi-Gen/160000000
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

20. GUARDIAN
     RCA RBM 43/7/23 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

21. INSANITY
     Deid/Dogg/2000/4/3/16 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

22. LOVERS UNKIND
     Deee-Lite/Flacco/Technique/Inc
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

23. ROMANTIC
     Warner Brothers W 920817 (LW)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

24. PANDORA'S BOX
     Virgin 7197112191
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

25. EVERY HEARTBEAT
     A&M AMY 78693
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

26. WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR ME
     A&M AMY 78693
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

27. ANY DREAM WILL DO
     RSD 1997
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

28. AMERICAN SKATING JAM SATURDAYS
     Big Life Bluz/555
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

29. WANTED YOU BE THERE
     Warner Brothers W 920817 (LW)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

30. ENTER SANDMAN
     Metallica/Rock/Creem/Uncut/Creeper/Death/PolyGram
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

31. SAD AFFECTION
     Dorothea/112/5/12/10/16 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

32. I'LL BE BACK
     Amae And The Teramisters(Warner/MCA/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

33. TIME, LOVE & TENDERNESS
     Michael Bland/Michael Bland/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

34. LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING
     Cher/Robert Warren/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

35. NEW MIND
     Geffen/FRS 6/10 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

36. BANG
     Sony/93377 (VR)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

37. JUST ANOTHER DREAM
     Polydor/ CATH/287 (F)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

38. 20TH CENTURY BOY
     Mark Bosnich/Phil Collins/Parlophone
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

39. YOU BELONG IN ROCK N ROLL
     Machine (Machine)/Palmero/Various
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

40. DON'T OPEN MY MIND
     Geeks/36339 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

41. DON'T GO IT, FEEL IT
     Primal Scream/Dennis Johnson (Weather) /EMI/Lomax/Copeland
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

42. HOLDING ON
     Beverly DLyn/Smith/Whitney/VC
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

43. JUMP TO THE BEAT
     MCA MCST1 1566 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

44. IT'S ON EGGS RUSH
     Creation/CREF 11719 (F)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

45. FAMILY AFFAIR
     BMG featuring Kenny Hallway/Weather
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

46. SOMETHING IT'S A BITCH
     SWEET RICKS (Kermit/Brad/Joe/Rich)/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

47. RUSH RUSH
     Virgin America/VSU 789/88 (BMG)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

48. LET THE BEAT HIT 'EM PART 2
     Jam/Live Elektra/CE/CC/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

49. CRUCIFIED
     Army Of Lovers/Band/Wealth/Dee C. Team Seton
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

50. HOUSECALL
     Shabba Ranks featuring Maxi Priest (Bennett/Dillon)/Various
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

51. STAY BEAUTIFUL
     Warner Brothers W 920817 (LW)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

52. NO ONE CAN
     Marillion/Neils/Chapman/Rondor
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

53. HELLO MARY LOU (GOODBYE HEART)
     Emotions/Epic/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

54. THINKING ABOUT YOUR LOVE
     Kenny Thomas/Percy/Leather/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

55. JUKEBOX SELECTION
     Colour/Color/Color/Color/Color/Color
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

56. STRANGE WAY
     Deets/Every Time/Every Time/EMI
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

57. SILVER THUNDERBIRD
     Michael Cross/Blackbird/Staple/Staple
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

58. REBEL WOMAN
     DCR 190/1 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

59. WORKIN' FOR A MAN
     WRA 9703/1 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

60. HOT LONG SUMMER NIGHT
     JT Taylor (The Funky/Dancer)/Emi/MC
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

61. SALTSWATER
     Jennifer Lopez (Scream)/Emi/Warner
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

62. CHORUS
     Emotions/Epic/Color/Color/Color
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

63. A BETTER LOVE
     Londonbeat/Philips/Warner
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

64. THE WHISTLE SONG
     Frankie Knuckles/Chuckie/Pepone/Def Mix/Square
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

65. MY AFFAIR
     Kimmy McCall (AM) Phil Collins/Emi/Warner
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

66. I'VE GOT SOUL
     Fantasy/UFO/Ryder/Jamie Virgin
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

67. I'LL ALWAYS BE THERE
     Inigo Featuring Jocelyn Brown (Kulrel)/Virgin
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

68. I'VE GOT SOUL
     Various/ANXIT/23 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

69. 123456789
     Atmosphere/4/3/12 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

70. ARE YOU LONESOME TONIGHT
     Elvis Presley (no credit)/Redwood (Carr)
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

71. PEOPLE
     Interscope/13 BMG
     Label 7" (Distributor) Cassette/CD

As used by Top of The Pops and Radio One
E
ever though a rock ballad romps to an easy seventh week in a row at the top of the singles chart, and a rather unexpected rock album debut at number one on the album chart — Metallica’s scintillating offering — dance music is still making all the

Four of the five highest debuts on this week’s chart are by dance acts, none of whom have ever reached the Top 40 before, and only one — 20/3’s Sunshine On A Rainy Day — has had any support from mainstream radio.

Leading the way at number nine is 19-year-old Bavarian Liam Howlett — The Prodigy — with Charly. Available only on 12-inch and CD, the single actually entered the Top 200 last week at number 180, following a distribution leak. Now firmly in its stride, it far surpasses the 118 peak of the debut Prodigy single What Evil lurks, and tops M.W’s Dance Chart, outselling all of singles by a margin of

The quartet of dance breakouts is completed by the Utah Saints, a pair of deejays whose debut hit cleverly samples Gwen Guthrie and Eurythmics’ hits.

As mentioned above, Metallica’s eponymous album debuts at number one. It’s their first number one album — their previous highest charting album... And Justice For All reached number four in 1988. It’s the first album on the Vertigo label to top the chart since Dire Straits’ Money For Nothing the same year.

Meanwhile, at the other end of the album chart (number 74) Prince and the New Power Generation debut with Gett Off.

Not, in reality, an album at all, it is a US single on which the 12-inch and compact disc formats fail the 20 minute/four track rule that determine what’s what in the UK. The seven-inch and cassette single are eligible, and, indeed, their sales place Gett Off at 114 in the singles chart.

Alan Jones

**ALBUMS SHARE BY CHART**

| WOE | 27 | 28 | 29 | 30 | 31 | 32 | Share%
|-----|----|----|----|----|----|----|-------

Four week rolling averages ©CIN

**EVERGREENS**

1. THE ESSENTIAL PAVAROTTI Luciano Pavarotti, Decca (75)
2. RECKLESS Bryn Adams, A&M (280)
3. PLEASE HAMMER ... MC Hammer, Capitol (56)
4. THE BEST OF ROD STEWART Rod Stewart, Warner Bros (91)
5. HEART OF STONE Gipsy Kings, Geffen (106)

**SOUNDTRACKS**

ISSUE DATE: 14TH SEPTEMBER
BOOKING DEADLINE: 21ST AL

**MANUFACTURING**

ISSUE DATE: 28TH SEPTEMBER
BOOKING DEADLINE: 30TH AL
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